
How to install Deck Skirting 
1. Once your kit arrives, mark the locations of where you plan to mount your fasteners. Mark at 
the bottom deck rail (rail the stairs hang on). This leaves an opening for air flow of about 8 
inches.  Center punch and drill small hole for self tapping screws and cap every 10 inches 
around deck. Place a fastener at every point that the fabric will start and stop around objects. 
Spacing should a Maximum or 10”. Note: You do not want any fasteners where stairs attach! 
2. Now it is time to install the studs. If you are installing using the self-tapping screw stud style 
fasteners, there is no surface prep required and they can be simply screwed into the RV. Be 
careful not to over tighten the screw and a small dab of silicone helps to seal off the drill hole. 
3. Next, snap on the EZ Snap pins onto the studs you installed on your RV. Push the pin onto the 
stud, until it snaps on. Repeat this as you move around the RV. 
4.  Then roll out the RV skirting material along one side of the deck. Allow an extra few inches 
so that it can be wrapped around the end deck legs. You may choose to install your skirting as 
one continual piece or you may find it easier to work with a number of smaller lengths. If you 
need to cut the fabric down to make a smaller section, it is best to use a framing square and a 
straight edge to draw a line. This line can then be used as a cutting guide. A sharp pair of 
scissors works best. Ideally they should be sharp enough so that you can just push them to cut. 
This tends to produce the straightest looking cut. 
5. Once you have your section of skirting cut to length (HCCR Deck skirting is pre cut) you can 
begin to position it in place. This step, as with all the steps, is quicker and easier if you have an 
assistant to help you.  Lift the fabric into position so that it is at the same height as the highest 
fasteners.  
6.  With the fabric positioned in place, begin fastening it by puncturing the EZ Snap pins through 
the fabric. Using two hands push the fabric down on the pin until it pops through. 
Important: Push straight down on the pin or you may break the pin. Move from pin to pin as 
you continue to puncture the pins through the fabric. It is important to ensure that you push 
the pin all the way through the fabric so that the fabric comes in contact with the base of the 
pin. You want to make sure that the teeth on the pin are fully exposed so that the cap will lock 
on properly when to put it on. 
7. Once the fabric has been completely placed over all the pins you can then start locking the 
fabric to the pins by pushing on the EZ Snap caps. As mentioned before, it is important that the 
fabric be pushed onto the pin all the way down to the base of the pin. That way the caps are 
able to properly lock into the teeth on the pin. 
 
Note: All skirting will be cut to fit standard 40x40 or 40x60 decks at 35 inch deck height.  Height 
of skirt will be approximately 28 inches. If deck 21 or 28 then just cut off extra skirting at 
bottom or fold over on inside and duck tape. Length will vary to cover all 3 sides of deck.  
MutiDeck skirts will be cut same as standard but lengths will vary depending on Multi-Deck 
setup.  To remove skirting for travel just carefully pop out the snaps using a screwdriver. The 
snaps will remain on the skirting for simple install.    



 
 

 


